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Abstract: The article is devoted to the study of dynamics of water regime of the lakes of Kazakhstan on the
basis of toponymic data. Analysis of the semantic load famous limnonyms Kazakhstan showed their
information and indicative opportunities. Studies of the research results allow us to trace the dynamics of
morphometric and hydrological characteristics of lakes in the arid regions of Kazakhstan.
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INTRODUCTION RESULTS AND DISCUTION

Study  of  toponyms  on  the crossroads of history Very important toponymic information for
and geography, linguistics is one of the fruitful  directions determination of changes of water objects for historical
in modern toponymy. Still insufficiently studied the time. This can be seen by the example of some lakes in
influence of the geographical factor determining the Kazakhstan.
beginning of the formation and functioning of toponymic Alakol Lake, located in the south-east of Kazakhstan,
system of the Kazakh people as a powerful factor of in XII-XIX centuries called "Gurge-nor." This name is
extreme elaboration geographical terminology, as the translated from Mongolian means "lake with a bridge."
fundamental cause of the metaphorical perception of the We determined that the map Dzhungaria composed by
geographical space. Swede Renat in 1716-1733 given lake called “Zher Gurge”

So, of great interest to researchers studying [2]. Zher in the Kazakh language means “land, area” Gurge
Kazakhstan  and  Central   Asia   are  the  work of Mongolian-“bridge”. Thus, this lake Renat designated as
Professor Sh. Kamoliddin [1]. Geographical aspects of "area with a bridge." A. Levshin in his famous work
studying  the  structural  features,  conditions of “Description of the Kirghiz-Kazakh or Kirghiz-Kaisats
formation and functioning of the toponymic system in hordes and steppes” (1832) with reference to G. Klaprota
Kazakhstan based on rich ethno toponymic material is indicates that Alakol used to be called “Gurge-Noor” and
very fruitful and a new direction in Kazakhstan on Unkovsky map prepared in 1722-1723, the lake is given
geography. the name of “Alak-Tugul” [3]. On this basis, we tend to

believe in the middle of the eighteenth century, along with
MATARIALS AND METHODS the name Gurge-nor parallel was used limnonym Alakty

cul distorted form of this name Alakol (“motley Lake”).
The  article  analyzes   the  hydrological,  historical Etymology of the name Gurge-nor to be found in the

and geographical  data,  as well as summarizes the geographical features of the lake. Shore Alakol flat and
materials  collected  by  the authors in  the  study  area. composed   of   unconsolidated   quaternary   deposit.
The comprehensive nature of the study determined the Only the southern part of the east coast and steep.
application along with the geographical methods, Stretches  from  the  shores  of  narrow,  long  strip of
etymological, historical and comparative, comparative rubble-gravel  shoals.  With  the  lowering  of  the  lake,
linguistic methods. the   individual  strips  are  connected  together,  thereby
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forming bridges  connecting  opposite edges. This is Morphometric  parameters  of the lake over the last
evidenced by reliable facts showing changes in the level
of the lake and the outlines of its shores for historical time
[4].

Based on the written testimonies of researchers, it can
be assumed that the level of Alakol during the last 200
years has repeatedly undergone drastic changes. So
A.Shrenk, past during his travels in 1840 through the
southern, eastern and northern coast Alakol left some
interesting scientific facts about the level of the lake.
During his stay here shallows Kishi (Small) Alakol as a
continuous strip separated Kishi-Alakol bay from the lake.
Scientist  with  the members of  his  expedition through
this strip of land 15 km long moved to the opposite shore
of the lake. In his notes Schrenk wrote about how he
quickly got to Ulken (Big) Araltobe through this
continental “bridge” [5]. Currently, this area of land was
under water, the minimum width of this band of shallow
water is 13 km.

Schrenk called strip of land that served as a bridge to
them, “Naryn Ozek” (translated from Mongolian naryn
means “narrow” and the Turkic word Ozek-literally “canal,
low ground”). The scientist noted that the land in this
area rises  above  the  waters of the lake  for  about 2-3 m
A. Golubev, who visited these places in 1862, reported
that the central part of the isthmus has remained under
water [6].

Secular changes in water level and configuration of
the coast Alakol lithological analysis also confirmed the
lake bottom and coastal sediments. Space images easily
traced narrow underwater ridge extending almost parallel
in the meridional direction. Back in the mid-twentieth
century explorer K.V. Kurdyukov (1951) suggested that
these ridges in its genesis are structures formed under
subaerial conditions. Analysis of the data allows us to
assume that in the past the water level in Alakol was even
lower  than  that  described in Schrenk time,  ie  in  the
mid-nineteenth century.

Semenov Tian-Shansky wrote that in 1840-1858
Alakol   lakes    basin   consisted  of  two  main  lakes
(Lake West and East), between which there was a marshy
isthmus width of 20 miles. According to the description of
the scientist, while on this isthmus were small lagoons
occupied by reeds and interconnected by channels [7].

The fact that the level of the lake Alakol compared
with the first half of the nineteenth century gradually
rises, also wrote Z.A. Svarichevskaya (1941). Researcher
noted that due to the large number of shrubs and tree
branches under water, in the south-eastern outskirts of
Alakol and Emel estuary fishermen can not assign a
network [8].

170 years have changed  upward  if by Schrenk, in 1840,
the lake area was 1700 km2, then according to A.F.
Golubev (1862)-1776 km2. At present the area of the lake
is 2650 km2.  A.F.  Golubev  once defined length of the
lake, 70 km, width-43 km. B.K. Terletsky (1931) cites 75 and
48 km respectively, in V.K.Kurdyukova (1951)-90 and 50
km. Currently Alakol length is 104 km, width-52 km.

Such significant changes in morphometric parameters
of  the  lake  over  the  past two centuries suggests that
the 2-8 centuries ago configuration of its banks and the
area were different than now.

Thus, in the Middle  Ages  the name Gurge -nor
(“Lake of the bridge”) was justified by the geographical
features of the lake. In the area of research, we found a
number of place names, indicating a change in the water
regime of the local lakes: Beskol lake (“five lakes”)
Koltaban, tract (“Lake Basin”), Kurozek, natural boundary
(“dry land”) Kyzylkak, natural boundary (“red and dry”,
i.e. “red ephemeral shallow lake”), etc.

The modern name Alakol limnonym is fairly common
in Kazakhstan. According Semenov Tyan-Shansky,
Alakol details are also available in Chinese chronicles.
Scientist called the main feature of this lake water
availability towering over the island and peninsular
Araltobe hills. He could not hide his surprise regarding
the  people's  memory,  save the details  of  a  single  lake
to  date and  two adjacent lake called  the  same  name.
P.P. Semenov Tian -Shansky also expressed his
assumption about the etymology of the name Alakol.
According to scientists, the lake is called “Motley lake”
because of rising as high hills porphyry islands and
peninsulas, because of the presence on the isthmus
lagoons, salt marshes and reeds with halophytes, of
successive [7].

Due  to  the  location  of Alakol intermountain basin
in the longitudinal direction and speed of winds change
frequently. Wind waves during the day and change their
direction and speed, due to their greenish color of the
water from afar seems colorful. Such character of the lake
water is particularly  well seen from the shore. Since this
is a  peculiar  landscape  of  the lake, the local people
called it Alakol or “Motley lake”. This picture is also
complemented by high rocky island, outliers on the
background of the water surface of the lake. The names of
these islands reflect their geographical characteristics:
Ulken Araltobe means “large hilly island” and Araltobe
Kishi-“small hilly island”. Thus, the current name Alakol
from a geographical point of view, entirely itself
“justified”.
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Another toponymic evidence of a natural change Very often, the salt lakes drying up, turning first to
object is limnonym Balkhash. Origin of the name can be the  salinas   (salt   marshes),  then  sortany (solonetses).
associated Balkhash old Kazakh word meaning “swamp”. In the title salt and bitter-salty lakes often see the words
As previously pointed Kazakh toponymists saumal (name sour mare's milk in Kazakh), sor (“saline”),
G.Konkashpaev (1951), this term is not used in modern tuz (“salt”). In arid climates shallow lakes occupying flat
Kazakh language, it is found only in the composition of depressions, often dry  and  in their place are formed
individual  names.  Thus,  we  recorded the following takyrs and salt marshes. In the heat of summer on such
place names, having  in  its composition, the term: dry  and   semi-hollows   dominated   updrafts, it
Balkhash (natural boundary, Aktobe region), Balkhash promotes the dispersal of loose material over long
(lake, Pavlodar region) Balkashsor (salt lake, Pavlodar distances. Thus formed sor-deflationary depression.
region), Balkashtybulak (spring, South Kazakhstan Lakes located in the valleys where there is deflation sors,
region). usually salted. The names  of  these  lakes present term

Famous Kazakh scientist, a specialist in historical sor. This term is also found in the names of marshy, fully
geography A. Gorbunov leads evidence that Lake or partially ephemeral salt lakes in the summer, as well as
Balkhash in VII-X centuries called Jo-Hai (“Dead Sea”), brackish swamps.
during the invasion of Genghis KhanQyzylbashs Nur E.A. Eversmann, who studied in the 1825-1826 years,
(“Lake qizilbash”) in the XVI century-Koksheteniz western Kazakhstan in the expedition led by F.F. Berg left
(“Bluish sea”) and on the Russian maps abroad VII-XVIII valuable  information  about the conditions of formation
centuries marked as lake Tengiz (“sea”) [9]. of salt lakes and salt marshes in the steppe zone.

On  Chinese   maps  of  the  Three  Kingdoms  era According to the observations of the scientist, the
(220-280  years)  on  the  site  of   Balkhash   shows a majority of salt marshes in the west of the Kazakh steppe
small lake, it is   located  at  the  deepest portion of the is a swamp. They dry up in summer or slowly, or remain
modern  lake. On this basis, some scholars have waterlogged in winter do not freeze. All this creates
suggested  that  a  large  part  of  Lake  Balkhash  in  the certain difficulties to the travelers. Based on their
III century, possibly dried up [10]. On the Chinese Tang observations, E.A. Eversmann nominated the following
map prepared in the IX century, Balkhash given as a large versions on the genesis of salt lakes and salt marshes of
lake, in its form more similar to modern Balkhash-Alakol Kazakhstan:
depression [5].

On the map of I.Unkovsky who traveled in 1722-1724 Deep flots rock salt lead to salty springs, which
years on southeast Kazakhstan, Kazakh lands included subsequently form the salt lakes;
between 580 and 460 northern latitude. This map depicts Salt lakes and salt marshes may be the remains of
three independent Lakes in place of today’s Balkhash “runaway” of the seas;
[11].  These  data  suggest  that in  historical  time, the In the conditions of hilly plains, between the hills are
level of Lake Balkhash subject to significant fluctuations. formed flat deepening, whereto the rain and melt
In our opinion, the different names of Lake Balkhash water,  which  dissolves  salt  and forms a lake or
characterize geographical features and serve as original marsh [13].
status indicators lake at different times.

It may be added also known explanation for L.S. Berg More in detail described the salt marshes of
about insipidity Balkhash: Scientists attribute this Kazakhstan A. Levshin. Russian researcher of the
phenomenon is the fact that the lake basin was filled with nineteenth century, based on the analysis of works
water relatively recently, because of this lake has not yet E.A.Eversmanna  notes  that his description of salt
become saline. He suggested that in the nineteenth marshes are not universal. Many salt marshes dry up in
century, there was a high-water may have existed even summer, their surface is covered with a white coating of
flow between Lake Balkhash and Sasykkol [12]. On the salt. They are also called dry salt marshes. According to
basis of these data, we can assume that the appearance of our calculations, in the Akmola region we recorded 60
the names of Balkhash belongs to the XVIII century, limnonym formed on the basis of the term “sor”, they all
when its level was at a critical point and a large part of the refer to the names of saline or subsaline lakes. Over the
lake turned into a swamp. Hence its name-“bog”, near term is the term “hack”. We identified a semantic
“moorland”. shift  of  the term in different  landscape conditions: in



Stage of development of lakes 
and their names

Positive dynamics of 
lakes

Ulkenkol ("large 
lake"), Shalkar ("vast 

lake"), Uzynkol 
("Long Lake")

The negative dynamics of 
lakes

Batpakkol ("marshy lake"), 
Karakamys ("black cane"), 
Sasykkol ("smelly lake"), 

Tolastar ("ends")

Drying lakes 
Koltaban ("dry valley lake"), 
Kayrankol ("lake-stranded")

Karankol ("the disappeared lake"),
Koskur ("two empty lake"), 

Kukamys ("hollow reed") Kurkol 
("dry lake")
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clay deserts hacks called temporary lakes that appear in Lakes often cyclical changes are reversible. This is
spring in the lowlands, in northern Kazakhstan hack-the evidenced by the name Kalgyrkol (“residual lake”), Ulken
local name for the residual salt marshes in place of salt Koltaban (“dry basin of a large lake”), Ulken Koskur (“two
lakes. big empty lake”), which are relatively large lakes to the

Degree of  salinity  lakes  characterized by a number normal mode. A swamp, called Karakol (“black lake”),
of terms in limnonym indicator: Kapshykkol (“sacciform Lake”), Zhalgyzkol (“lonely

The term “aschy” is present in  the  names of salty In this regard, are of certain interest is the record of
and bitter-salty lakes ( Aschysu-“bitter water” Russian scientists who were studying in the early
Aschykol-“bitter lake”); twentieth century land Petropavlovsk County. Based on
The term “ayran” is found in the composition of a survey of local residents and their own observations,
names moderately saline lakes (Ayrankol literally they conclude about the rhythm of the water regime of
“Kefir Lake”); lakes, they are also noted facts and disappearance of
The word " saumal (so called  fresh  mare's milk) has lakes [14]. Here are some of them.
to do with hard water lakes ( in Kazakhstan, we have
registered more than a dozen lakes named Lake Alua in the second half of the nineteenth
Saumalkol); century for 50 years and 3 times dry on again filled
The term “tuz” is found in the names or ephemeral with water, for 5-7 years before the arrival of the
lakes Lake- (Tuzdykol-“Salty Lake” Tuzdykol-“Salty expedition (1901), it was dry. It should be added that
Lake” Zhamantuz-“bad salt”). at present it exists in the form of a bitter-salty lake.

In the process of drying freshwater lakes organic century was dry again later filled with water, but in
residues present in the composition of water, due to the 1891, the researchers noted that it be resent
high summer temperatures start to rot, lakeshores turn regression. Currently, we know it as the salt lake.
into swamps. Since there are so-called Tomar (literally, Lake Koybagar in 30 years of the nineteenth century
“stump”),  this  type  of  residual  marshes  characteristic ceased to exist by the middle of this century it was
of northern Kazakhstan. Rotting organic residues emit an filled again and the time of arrival of the expedition
unbearable smell. Therefore, in the names of degraded (1891) began to dry up. Currently, the lake and there
lakes often Sasyk words (“smelly”), kamys (“reed”), a is the same name.
kopa (“swamp”).

Due to variations  in  climate  and the sharp increase Sometimes the existence of  lakes  can be seen from
in   anthropogenic    influence   over  the  past  century, the surviving place names containing the term kol
the Lakes of Northern Kazakhstan have also undergone (“lake”). In order to investigate this phenomenon, we
change. We collected and analyzed the names of lakes have selected place names in the North Kazakhstan
which reflect the dynamics of the lakes (Fig. 1) region. First among them were derived the name "active"

lake”) having in place a pre-existing lakes. 

Lake Alabota in the 70 years of the nineteenth

Fig. 1: Reflection in limnonyms lake dynamics 
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Table 1: Place names, indicating degradation of lakes in North-Kazakhstan region
Toponym Meaning of the name Geographical object Location
Akoykol "White Lake " tract region M. Zhumabaev 
Aksuat "White water hole" swamp Akkainsky region 
Batpakkol "Swampy lake" swamp Yesil region
Bashekol "Lake Bashe" tract Akkainsky region 
Bokenkol "Saiga Lake" swamp Zhambyl region
Dalakol "Steppe Lake" swamp Mamlyutsky region 
Egindikol "Arable land by the lake" swamp Zhambyl region 
Zhalgyzkol "Lonely Lake" swamp Zhambyl district
Zhamankol "Bad Lake" swamp region G.Musrepov 
Zharkol "The steepness of the lake" swamp Yesil region
Zharykkol "Lake with crevices and mounds" swamp Ualikhanov region 
Kapshykkol "Sack-Lake" swamp Timiryazevskiy region
Karakol "Black Lake" swamp Zhambyl region 
Kishi Kayrankol "Small shallow lake" swamp Timiryazevskiy region
Kishikol "Small Lake" swamp region M. Zhumabaev 
Kishkenekol "Little Lake" swamp region G.Musrepov 
Korzhynkol "Lake-bag" swamp Zhambyl region
Koskol "Two Lakes" swamp region M. Zhumabaev
Koskol "Two Lakes" tract Taiynshinsky region 
Kyzkol "Maiden Lake" swamp Zhambyl region
Maylykol "Oily Lake" swamp Taiynshinsky region
Maldykol "The lake is rich in cattle" swamp Timiryazevskiy region 
Obakol "Lake at the mound" swamp region G.Musrepov 
Sarykol "Yellow Lake" swamp Yesil region 
Sasykkol "Stinky Lake" swamp Timiryazevskiy region 
Suatkol "Lake-watering" swamp Mamlyutsky region
Takyrkol "Takyr Lake" swamp region G.Musrepov 
Taldykol "Tree Lake" swamp Akkainsky region 
Tuzkol "Salt Lake" tract Kyzylzharsky region
Ulykol "The majestic Lake" swamp Kyzylzharsky region 
Ulken Sarykol "Big Yellow Lake" swamp Zhambyl region 
Ushkol "Three Lakes" swamp Kyzylzharsky region
Uyalykol "Nested Lake" tract region Shal Akin 
Shopkol "Grassy Lake" swamp region M. Zhumabaev 
Shoptikol "Lake with abundant grass" swamp Yesil region 
Aschykol "Sour Lake" swamp Akkainsky region
Kurkol "Dry Lake" tract Yesil region

Table 2: Toponyms, testifying to the degradation of lakes.
Toponym Meaning of the name Geographical object Location
Zhamankol "Bad Lake" swamp Akmola region 
Zhartykol "Halfway Lake" lake Akmola region 
Kaksor "Lake-outlier" lake Akmola region 
Kurdykkol "Extinct Lake" tract Akmola region 
Kurkol "Dry Lake" swamp Akmola region 
Solma "Do not dry up" swamp Akmola region 
Sualdy "Dry Lake" tract Akmola region 
Ulken Kurkol "Big Dry Lake" tract Akmola region 
Zhaltyrkol "Glittering Lake" swamp Aktobe region 
Koltaban "Dry Lake Basin" tract Aktobe region 
Kurdymsor "Disappearing Saline Lake" lake Aktobe region 
Kystaukol "Lake in the winter" swamp Aktobe region 
Koltaban "Dry Lake Basin" tract Almaty region 
Kalgankol "Remaining Lake" tract Almaty region 
Kurkol "Dry Lake" swamp Almaty region 
Kebir "Dried" tract West Kaz. region 
Kurgak Batkol "Dried swampy lake" tract West Kaz. region 
Solgankopa "Dry estuary" tract West Kaz. region
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lakes and other water bodies, as in the Kazakh toponymy 2. Maksheyev, A.I., 1888. Map Dzungaria composed
term “kol” can be applied not only in relation to the lakes Renat Swede during his captivity among the Kalmyks
and in general to abundant water sources (springs, rivers from 1716 to 1733. Notes IRGO.St. Petersburg:
and wells). Typography   Imperial   Academy  of  Sciences,  T.,

Thus, the  number  of  names we selected was 37. 11: 105-145.
The identification  process  revealed that 31 of them 3. Levshin, A., 1832. Description Kirghiz-Kazhakh or
belong to the marshes and 6 are the names of tracts. Kirghiz Kaisak hordes and steppes. Proceedings of
These are listed in Table 1. the geographical. St. Petersburg,  1: 264.

When selecting names we carefully examined the 4. Filonets, P.P., 1965. Morphometry Alakol lakes.
location of real objects by on topographic maps to Geography of Kazakhstan. Alakolskaja depression
exclude the  possible  transfer  of the name of a nearby and its lake. Alma- Ata, 12: 79-87.
lake. The lack of such dual names (lake Koskol situated 5. Kurdukov, K.V., 1951. Oscillations of the level of
near the swamp Koskol) confirms our version of Lake   Alakul.    Geography    of    Kazakhstan.   M.,
degradation of at least 37 lakes in the region. Also 24: 117-133.
Russian explorers noted that  in the conditions of 6. Kazanskaya, E.A., 1965. Morphology and dynamics
Northern Kazakhstan freshwater lakes first turn into of the shores of Lake Alakol (1961-1964 yy)
swamps. According to our data, 31 lakes are exactly at this Geography of Kazakhstan. Alakolskaya depression
stage of degradation. Then the lake dries up and the and its lake. Alma- Ata, 12: 88-121.
bottom is overgrown with hygrophilous plants. This stage 7. Semenov -Tyan-Shansky, P.P., 1958. Travel in
is characterized by six lakes region, as the term kol is Tianshan (1856-1857). M.: GGL, pp: 275.
found in the names 6 tracts with abundant grass. All this 8. Svarichevskaya, Z.A., 1941. Essays on the
allows us to draw a conclusion: the number of freshwater geomorphology of Kazakhstan. Geographical and
lakes of the Northern Kazakhstan goes through the economical. SRI LSU. L., pp: 28.
different stages of degradation caused by climate change 9. Gorbunov,  A.,  2006.  Mountains of Central Asia.
and anthropogenic factors. The explanatory dictionary of geographical names

In other regions of Kazakhstan also you can find and terms. Almaty, pp: 132.
toponymic evidence of the change of water regime of the 10. Gumilev, L.N. and A.A. Aleksin, 1963. Caspian Sea,
lakes. Here are some of them (Table 2). the climate and the nomads of Eurasia Proc. Society

for  the  History,  Archeology and Ethnography,
CONCLUSION 1(36): 41-55.

Thus, based on the study of semantic load of geographical research in Kazakhstan. Almaty Kazgos
toponyms and their identification, you can determine the INTI, pp: 280.
General  direction  of  changes in climate  and  water 12. Berg, L.S., 1947. Climate and life. 2nd ed. M.:
regime of the lakes. In these studies are very important to Geografgiz, pp: 355.
use as the primary materials of historical-geographical and 13. First Russian research Ustiurt, 1963. Moscow: USSR
toponymic data. Academy of Sciences, pp: 323.
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